Induction of beating by imposed bending or mechanical pulse in demembranated, motionless sea urchin sperm flagella at very low ATP concentrations.
A basic feature of the movement of eukaryotic flagella is oscillation. Although flagellar oscillation is thought to be regulated by a self-regulatory feedback system including the mechanical signal of bending itself, the mechanism regulating the dynein motile activity to produce oscillation is not well understood. To elucidate the mechanism, we developed a new experimental system which allowed us to analyze the conditions necessary for the induction of oscillation. When a mechanical signal of bending or a pulse was applied by micromanipulation to a demembranated motionless sea urchin sperm flagellar axoneme at very low ATP concentrations (1-3 microM), a localized pair of bends was induced. The bend formation was often followed by further responses including propagation of the distal bend of paired bends, growth and propagation of the paired bends, and cyclical beating. The beating was induced at 2.0 microM or higher concentrations of ATP, but appeared even at 1.5 microM ATP if a few muM of ADP was also present. When the proximal half of a flagellum was attached to a microneedle, beating could not be induced in the distal free region at 2 microM ATP. These results suggest that mechanical signal is involved in the mechanism regulating the motile activity of dynein to produce oscillation. Our results also showed that the presence of a small amount of ADP and the axial difference along the flagellum are factors essential for the induction of flagellar oscillation.